
xzp + yzq = xy. 
Sol. Given 

The Lagrange's subsidiary equations for (1) are 

(1/x)dx - (1/y)dy = 0b 
Taking the first two fractions of (2), 

or xly = C 4 

log x- log y = log c Integrating (3), 
From (4), x= cy. Hence, from second and third fractions of (2), we get 

(1/yzdy = (1/cp )dz 

Integrating (5), 
From (4) and (6), the required solution is o(ry - z, xly) = 0, 9 being an arbitrary 
Ex.5. Solve py + qx = xyz (r* -y). 

2cy dy-2z dz = 0. 
xy- Ca» USing (4). 

or 

ry function. 
Sol. Given Py + r = xyz (r* - y. 

dz -The Lagrange's auxiliary equations for (1) are 

xyz (- 
Taking the first two fractions of (2), 2xdx -2ydy = 0. 

Integrating.*-y = C. C being an arbitrary constan 
Using (4), the last two fractions of (2) give 
(dyx = (d)ryz'e) 

Integrating (5), cjy + (2/2) = C2» c being an arbitrary constant. 
2cy dy-2:*d: =0. or 

(-y)+(2/2) = Cq using (4). 
From (4) and (6), the required general solution is 

(-)+(2/2) = ¢(r - y), where ) is an arbitrary function. 

IMadras 2005 
Ex. 6. Solve xp - yq=y 
Sol. The Lagrange's auxiliary equations for the given equation are 

(de/x = (dW)= (t)) 
Taking the first two fractions of (1), 

Intergrating 
Using (2), (1) yields 

(1/xdx + (1/y)dy = 0 
log x + log y = C 

y=C) 
log x- log c, = z 

log (xle,)= z/(y), by(0 

so that 
(1/x)dr = (1/e,) dz so that 

log (x/c) = zle or 

Thus, x/c, = e) or xe) = C>, C2 being an arbitrary constant. 
From (2) and (3), the required solution is x e9)= ¢(y), o being an arbitrary function 
Ex. 7. Solve p +3q = z + cot (y- 3x). 
Sol. The Lagrange's auxiliary equation for the given equation are 
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dz 
3 Z+cot (y-3x) 

Taking the first two fractions of (), dy-3 dr = 0 
Taking the first and last fraction of (1), we have 

so that y- 3x = e.() 

dz 
dx 

Z+cotc 
using (2) or z+cot (y-3x) 

x = log | z + cot cl + C C, and c being an arbitrary Co 
Nstants. ntergrating 



rential eguatior gOr 

x- logz+ cot (y- 3x) = c2, using (2) 
27 

Patiat 

(3 ), the required general solution is .(3) 

x - log | z cot (y-3x) =(-3x), being an arbitrary function. 
From 

(2) 
and 

(3), 

Mriting the given equation, we have 
x(t-2y) P +y@-y-2**) q = zz --2) 

Delhi 2008; LA.S. 2006 
Er. 

& 
Solve pr (-2) =-g)t-y-2) 

ange's subsidiary equations for (1) are .1) 

z 

x(-2y) z-y2-2x) z(z-y -2x') .2) 

Taking 
the ast two 

Integrating, 

rbitrary 
constant. Using G), (2) yields 

fraction, we get (1/2da = (1/yy 

log z = log y + log a or zly = a 
(3) 

dy so that (ay-y-2) de +x (2y- a) dy = 0 ... (4) na-2y°) y(ay-y-2x) 

A) with Mdr + Ndy = 0, here M = ay-y-2x* and N = x (2y a). Then Comparing (4) witi 

=a-2y 
and ON Ix = 2y-a. Now we have 

1 x2(a-2y)=- which is a function of x alone. x(2y-a) 

Hence, by usual rule, integrating factor of (1) = e =2og 2 

Mahtinlvine (4) by 2, we get exact equation (ayx-y-2x)dt +x(2y- a) dy =0 
By the usual rule of solving an exact equation, its solution is 

-x-2x d*+ "(2y-ady = b 

(Treating y as constant) 

(oy-y) x (-1/x) - x*= b 

r --x)yx = b, where b is an arbitrary constant. 

(Integrating terms free from x) 

-axyx- =b or 

.(5) 
From (3) and (5), required solution is (y --x*)lx = ¢(z/y), being an arbitrary function 

EXERCISE 2 (B) 
Sobved the following differential equations: 
Lp-2q 3 sin (y+2x). Ans. xsin(y +2x)-z = ¢(y+2x) 
.p-q z/(x + y). 

3. 29f p-yg+ axz = 0. 

Ans. x-(x+ y)logz =(*+y) 

4--p + 2xyq = 2xz. 
Ans. log z+(a«/3y*) =y) 

Ans.(++2)/z=yl2) 
S fo) p-g)=?+ (a+*

) p+g)- +a-* 
6. p-2q 3? sin (y +2x). 
p-q z/(x+y) 

Ams. +(x+*1=¢x+y) 

Ans. [ +(-y*]=x-) 

Ans. r'sin(y+2x)-z = (y+2x) 

Ans. x-(x+ y)logz = (*+y) 



Linear Partial dijerential equatio ions oj order 
un 

2.8 

Ans. 2x(x+ y)-z=a 
8. zp- zq = x +y. 

Ans. x- loglz-(2x/y)]eh 

(dxP (dyV@ = (daVR rinciple of algebra Let P. O, and R, be functions of x, y and z. Then, by a well-known principle a 

9. xyp + yq + 2x* - xyz = 0. 

2.9. Type 3 based on Rule Ill for solving 

. 
(Pdr+Cdy+ Rd:)/(RP+90+R each fraction in (1) will be equal to 

If PP + 2,0 + R,R = 0, then we know that the numerator of (2) is also zero 

Pde + dy + R,dz = 0 which can be integrated to give u,(x, y, z) = e. This methgi 

repeated to get another integral u,(r, y, z) = C2. P, 21, R, are called multipliers. As a theay 
these can be constants also. Sometimes only one integral is possible by use of multiplier 

1 as the case 
cases second integral should be obtained by using rule I of Art. 2.5 or rule II of Art. 2.7 

may be. 

2.10. SOLVED EXAMPLES BASED ON ART. 2.9 
Ex.1. Solve {(b - cya}yzp + {(c- a)/b}zxq = {(a- 6/c}xy. 

(6- calyzp + {(c- a/b}zxq = {(a- b/c}r 

cdz 

Sol. Given 

a a dx bay 
The Lagrange's subsidiary equations of (1) are (b-c)y (c-a)zx (a-blry 
Choosing x, y, z as multipliers, each fraction for (2) 

ax dx +bydy+cz dz axdx +by dy + cz dz 
xy=[(b- c)+ (c-a) +(a -b)] 0 

2axdr + 2bydy + 2ezdz = 0. ax dx +by dy + cz dz = 0 

Integrating, ar+ by + c = C, C being an arbitrary constant. 

Again, choosing ax, by, cz as multipliers, each fraction of (2) 

or 

a xd +bydy +c zdt - a xdr +bydy+ c zdz 
xyz[a(b-c)+bc-a)+da-b)] 

2a xdr +2b ydy + 2c°zd: = 0. axd + b'ydy + c'zdz = 0 
Integrating. d'r +by + c'# = e, C, being an arbitrary constant. 

From (3) and (4), the required general solution is given by 

or 

.4 

o(a+by+ cr, d? + by+ e)=0, where is an arbitrary function 

Ex. 2. Sove z(x + y)p + zx - yq = x* + y. 
Sol. Given zr + y)p + zr - y)y =* +y. 

The Langrange's subsidiary equations for (1) are 
x +y)r-y)+y 

Choosing x, -y, -z, as multipliers, each fraction 

xd-ydy-z dz 
xz(x+ y)-yz(x-y)-z{r-y) 

x d-y y-2 = c, C being an arbitrary constant. 

xdr-ydy-z = 

0 

2x dx - 2y dy 2z dz = 0. or 

Again, choosing y, x, -z as multipliers, each fraction 

y dr +xdy-z dz ydx+x dy-z dz 

yz(x+ y)+xz(x-y)-z(r+y) 
y dx +x dy - z dz = 0 or 2d(xy) 2zdz = 0. 



terential 
equalions 

o order one 2.9 

ntegrating, Zy-#= 

From(3) 

and 
(4), 

the 
rean 

2= C c2 being an arbitrary constant. 

the required general 

2-, 2xy-2) = 0, being an arbitrary function. 

solution is given by 
4) 

ny)p 
)p+(-kg=y-mx.|Patna2 2003; Madras 2005; Delhi Maths Hons. 1991; 

l2004; Jabalpur 19g 

Sol. 
The 

Lagrange's 

auxiliar 

ur 
1997; 

Rewa 1998;8 Sagar 2002;1.A.S. 1977; Kanpur 2005, 06] 3. Sove(mz- 

iary equations for the given equation are 

= mz-ny nx -lz hy-mx 
dz .1) 

v.z as 
multipliers, each fraction of (1) 

xdr + ydy+zd 
xmz-ny)+Mnx-lz)+z{ly-mx) 

Choosing x, , 
7 as 

multipliers,. 

xdr + yay + zdz 
0 

rdr+ 
yt zdz 

= 0 

++z= ei, C being an arbitrary constant. 

or 2xdr +2ydy +2zdz = 0 

2) 
Integrati 

Again, 
hoosing 1, m, n as ultipliers, each fraction of (1) 

ldx+ mdy +n dz 
l(mx-ny)+m(nx-lz)+n(ly-mr) 

ldx+may+n dz 

ldr + may + n dz = 0 

From(2) and (3), the required general solution is given by 

so that lx+my+nz=C2 (3) 

(++#, Ix+my +nz) = 0, ¢ being an arbitrary function. 

EL4 Solve xy-?a-Xr+*g = zr* +y). 

Sol. The lagrange's auxiliary equations for the given equation are 

dz 1) 

Choosing x, y, z, as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 

xdx+ yay+ zdz 

-2)-y(+x*)+z(+y*) 
xdr+ydy+ zdz 

xdr + ydy+ zdz = 0 

Choosing 1/x,-1, -1/z as mult pliers, each fraction of (1) 
so that ++?= e 2) 

.(1/xdr-(1/y)d-(1/zd(1/zdr-(1/yjdy-(1/2ydz 
-+22+x2-(x +y) 0 

(1/2dr-(1/y)dy - (1/2)dz = 0 so that 

The required solution is o+ +2, xyz) = 0, ¢ being an arbitrary function. 
Ex.5. Solve (y-zx) +(r+yzq = *+. SolL The Lagrange's auxiliary equations for the given equation are 

log x log y - log z = log c2 

x/yz = C2 log (/(y)) = log e2 3) 

Choosing x, -y,z a 

dy de 
y-zx X+yz+y 

1) 

utipliers, each fraction of (1) 



xdr-ydy+ zdz xdr-ydy + zdz 

ay-r)-y(x +y:)+z(r* +y*) 
F 

0 

-+? so that 2xdr-2ydy + 2zd: = 0 

Choosing y, x, -I as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 

ydr + xdy-dz = A)-4 
-zx)+ X(r+yz)-(r+y')** 

dry) - dz = 0 so that xy-2C 
unciua 

From (2) and (3) solution is o(r-+z,y-2)= 0, being an arbitrary t 
Ex.6. Solve xy+p -yr +zq = z(tr-y). LA.S. 2004; Agra 2005; Delhi 

ranchal 7, 
(H) 2006; M.S. Univ. T.N. 2007; Indore 2003; Meerut 1995; PurvanM 

Sol. Here Lagrange's subsidiary equations for given equation are 

dz 
xy +)-r*+:) zx*-y') 

dr 

Choosing 1/x, 1/y, l/z as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 

-1/xdr +(1/ydy +(1/zd_1/rdr +(1/y)dy +(1/2)d: 
+z-( +z)+x2-y 0 

(1/xhdt + (1/y)dy + (1/z)dz = 0 
logx + logy+ log2= log 

so that 

log (y2) = log c xyz = 

Choosing x,y,-I as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 
xdx + ydy-dz +2)-y+2)-z{r-y) = tydy-d 

+y-2=ey 

xdx + ydy-dz 
x dr +y dy - z dz =0 

. From (2) and (3), solution is o (x* +y-2z, xyz) = 0, ¢ is being an arbitrary function 

so that 

Ex. 7. Solve (x + 2:)q + (4zx-y)g= 2x +y. IMeerut 20 
Sol. Here Lagrange's auxiliary equations are 

Choosing y, x, -2z as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 
yedr + xdy-2zd: 

r+2)+ x(4zx-y)-2z(2x+y) dxy)-2zdz 
dy)-2zd = 0 

Choosing 2x, -1, -1 as multipliers, each fraction of (1) 

so that 

xy-f= C 

2xdr-dy-d: 
2x(x+2)-(4zx-y)-(2x*+y) 2xdx-dy- dz 

2xdr - dy - dz = 0 
so that 

-y-z= From (2) and (3), solution is o(y-z,*-y-z) = 0, o being an arbitrary functio Ex.8. Solve (-2yz- yP+ (y+ zxq = xy- zx. 
If the solution of the above equation represents a sphere, what will be the coordmue 

IMeerut 194 

its centre. 

Sol. Here Lagrange's auxiliary equations for given equation are 

dx 
2-2yz-yxy+z) xy-2) 

y 


